
Vicarage Road, Strood 

An 'Unlimited' Partnership

Dr Kavita Pancholi (female)
MB BS MS MRCOG MRCGP (1996) 

ST. MARY’S MEDICAL CENTRE 

Appointments (01634) 291266
Enquiries (01634) 291299

Doors and telephones are open from 8.30am - 6.15pm Monday to Friday

Medical emergency phone line is open 8.00 - 8.30am and 6.00 - 6.30pm

Surgery Saturday 8.00am - 12 noon (see enclosed for details)

www.stmarysmedicalcentre.co.uk



For the latest information click to: www.stmarysmedicalcentre.co.uk

Welcome To Our Practice
This publication is designed to inform you of the services available from us and to 
help you make the best use of these services. Should you require further information, 
please feel free to contact the practice manager, Jackie Wake. 

HISTORY OF THE PRACTICE 
In the 1950s the practice was split between two surgery sites - one in Strood and one 
in Rochester. Increasing traffic density led to the establishment of a two-partner and 
later a three-partner practice on two sites in Strood: one in Frindsbury Hill next to 
Williams Pharmacy and the other in Weston Road.
In 1971 the practice moved with other GPs into a purpose-built health centre in Gun 
Lane. By the 1980s this building had become very overcrowded and in 1990 the four 
partners acquired the old St Mary’s school site where a purpose-built surgery for five 
partners was built. The building is a pleasant place to work in and has given us the 
space to expand with changes in general practice.
As a practice team we hope to continue to serve the needs of our patients for many 
years to come.
The painting on the front cover of this booklet is by Victor Buttress, a former patient 
of the practice. He kindly donated this painting to the partners and it now hangs in 
the practice waiting room.

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS
Improved patient access and choice:
Automated booking-in system: no more queuing at the reception desk for those 
patients with an appointment. This gives the patients with queries more confidential, 
space and time, and our staff more time to deal with your enquiries. 

Improved patient education and understanding:
Our practice booklet has been updated to reflect our recent changes and improvements.
We now have a website that has lots of information and useful links including access 
for patients to order repeat prescriptions, choosing which chemist you would like 
your prescription to be picked up from, change of patients’ details and a link where 
patients can register with us. Why not have a look at www.stmarysmedicalcentre.co.uk 
St Mary’s has an information screen within the waiting area giving information on the 
practice, day-to-day issues such as clinic delays, special events. 
E-referral (choose and book) is available with all our doctors: if you are being referred 
to hospital you can choose where and when you want to go. Ask our doctors or visit 
the website www.nhs.uk/referrals

For the latest information click to: www.stmarysmedicalcentre.co.uk

DOCTOR PROFILES

Dr Kavita Pancholi
Kavita Pancholi graduated in India, having specialised in obstetrics and gynaecology. 
She practised obstetrics, gynaecology and fertility in UK hospitals for several years and 
attained membership of the Royal College of Gynaecologists in 1996. She completed 
her GP training at Maidstone and attained the membership of the Royal College of 
General Practitioners in 2004. She is married to a surgeon and has two children. She 
joined the practice in 2006.
Dr Abdul Hafeez - MBBS LRCP MRCS PG Dip (Dermatology, MSK, Endocrinology)
Dr Bijon Sinha    - MBBS MRCGP
Dr Oyerinde       - MBBS 

HOW TO SEE YOUR DOCTOR 
Appointments
You may consult any of the doctors who will see you in surgery by appointment. 
Appointments can be made by calling into the surgery or by telephoning (01634) 
291266 between 8.30am and 6.00pm. 
Please remember ONE APPOINTMENT ONE PROBLEM if you need to consult the 
doctor with more than one appointment please book a double appointment.
If you cannot keep your appointment please let us know. 
This is important because your appointment time can be given to another patient, 
thus reducing the waiting time for appointments.
We have pre-bookable appointments available on Saturday mornings  between 8.00am 
and 12.00pm, especially for people who work and are unable to attend during week 
day surgery hours.
You will be able to book one month in advance. 

Urgent Medical Appointments: Duty Appointments 
We have a limited number of daily duty appointments. These are for EMERGENCY 
MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS ONLY, not for on going problems. We will NOT be able 
to deal with requests for any routine work such as repeat prescriptions or certificates 
at these appointments.
We do ask you to consider carefully your need to be seen urgently.  

Home Visits 
Your doctor may visit you at home if it is clinically indicated. If you require a home visit please 
telephone (01634) 291299 before 10.00am. If the phone is not answered immediately, 
please do not hang up - you are held in a queue and your call will be answered as soon as 
a line is free. Your doctor will usually phone back to discuss the problem before assessing 
if a visit is needed. Most cases may best be seen in the medical centre where we have 
equipment for tests and special treatment. Reasons other than ill health (eg no transport) 
are not generally considered when deciding whether a visit is needed. For emergencies 
during the working day there is always a doctor on call. 



Attract more business by placing your advert here. Simply call 0800 0234 196.

A lasting memorial!
A MEMORIAL headstone is not merely a marker erected 
over a grave to remind us of the name of the deceased. It 
is a lasting symbol of remembrance: a tribute to a life now 
ended; perhaps a final gift to someone dearly loved. 

It is therefore extremely important that its design and the 
firm producing it should be carefully chosen. 

Monumental masons are the experts who carve the details 
into a memorial headstone and erect it. They work in close 
conjunction with funeral directors and can be contacted 
through them.

Memorials and headstones erected in cemeteries and 
churchyards need to be of a material which will withstand 
all kinds of weather, take a permanent carved inscription 
(and possibly additional ones later on), be suitable for 
shaping and ornamentation, and harmonise with the 
surroundings. 

The National Association of Memorial Masons, with 
a proud history dating back to 1907, is an organisation 
dedicated to furthering the memorial masonry industry.

They aim to safeguard the interests of the bereaved 
through the promotion of high standards, wide choice and 
increased understanding in all matters relating to natural 
stone memorials.

H. BAILEY MEMORIALS
Monumental Stonemasons

Sculptors & Carvers

Wide variety of styles including  
polished granite & marble

Bespoke designs 
Renovations

Home visits available
Established family business

Full showroom facilities available with  
a wide range of memorials on display. 

Please telephone for a viewing on 01474 824 700  
or visit www.hbaileymemorials.co.uk

A
dvertising Feature

Ambley Care

...right care ...right place ...right time
For more information contact us on: 
medch.ambleycare@nhs.net
www.ambleycare.co.uk

We are part of Medway Community Healthcare  
   (MCH), a social enterprise and well known provider 
      of high quality NHS care in Kent and Medway.

       We provide a wide range of care to people in the 
      community and in their own homes.

   Our enablers help people regain their independence 
by supporting them to achieve their goals.

01634
336315

Registered and 
regulated by the:

Do you or a  
family member  
need care and  
want to stay in  
your own home?
This type of decision can be difficult for families.
Contact a local care agency to discuss your 
needs today.

Did you  
know that...
Nutritional Therapy is relevant for 
individuals with long term sub optimal 
health; as well as those looking for support to 
enhance their general health & wellbeing. 
Contact a local nutritional therapist 
today for a nutritional assessment.

OPTIMISE YOUR HEALTH
•  A personalised plan of
 manageable changes
 to support better health 
• Nutrition consultation
• Lifestyle management

For an appointment contact:
T: 07984 110041

E: lynnnutrition7@yahoo.co.uk
W: lynnsmithnutrition.co.uk

FREE ON-LINE ASSESSMENT - see website

Nutritional Therapist
LYNN SMITH

For the latest information click to: www.stmarysmedicalcentre.co.uk

Telephone Advice 
Please ask a receptionist if you would like a telephone consultation with a doctor or 
one of our clinical team. 

PRACTICE MANAGER 
Jackie Wake is our practice manager. If you wish to make enquiries about administration 
or non-medical aspects of your health or treatment, Jackie may be able to help.

RECEPTIONISTS 
Our receptionists do a difficult job very well. Please remember that if you do need 
to be kept waiting or seem to be asked one or two irritating questions, they are only 
carrying out our instructions to them to help the practice run smoothly. They try to 
keep both the doctors and the patients happy. This is not easy - please be patient!

PRACTICE NURSE TEAM 
Debra Smart RGN holds surgeries by appointment. Debra is available for health 
advice and screening, women’s health problems eg contraception and cervical smears, 
management of minor illness, travel immunisations and stable chronic disease such as 
coronary heart disease review, diabetes review, and CHD. Debra is a nurse prescriber.

Jodie Mann is a health care assistant who holds surgeries by appointment. She is 
available for screening, new registration checks, well person checks, NHS health checks, 
blood pressure checks and baby clinics.

COMMUNITY NURSES (District Nurses) 
Patients who are confined to their homes and who need nursing assistance may arrange 
with their doctors for a community nurse. The hospital will normally arrange for a nurse 
to call on patients discharged early and who still require nursing treatment at home. 
Their contact number is 01634 297061   

HEALTH VISITORS 
To contact them phone (01634) 717755 or call in to The Keystone Centre in nearby 
Gun Lane. 

MATERNITY SERVICES (ANTENATAL)
You do not have to see a GP, to contact the antenatal service go to www.medway.nhs.uk, 
click our services, then click on maternity service, referring yourself to Medway and 
complete the online self referral form. 



For the latest information click to: www.stmarysmedicalcentre.co.uk

CONSULTATION DAYS (10-minute Appointments)

Dr Kavita Pancholi 
Monday   
Tuesday   Duty  Doctor
Thursday   
Friday

The Monday duty doctor is done on rotation. These arrangements may alter when a 
partner is on holiday or study leave. 

TEST RESULTS AND NON-URGENT ENQUIRIES 
For results of investigations or other similar enquiries, please phone the receptionists 
on (01634) 291299 between the hours of 10.00am and 5.00pm or call into the surgery.

REPEAT PRESCRIPTIONS 
If you require medicines regularly let your doctor know and they will arrange for you to 
have a repeat prescription. You can then use the computerised prescription counterfoil 
to obtain a month’s supply of drugs without needing to see the doctor each time. It 
is possible to pick up your prescription either from the surgery or directly from one of 
the local pharmacies of your choice. This can be changed by request.
Alternatively, use our online service at www.stmarysmedicalcentre.co.uk to request 
your prescriptions.
We also offer the NHS Electronic Prescription Service (EPS). Please ask at reception for a 
form and details. Please allow us two working days to process your repeat prescription 
request. We do not accept requests for repeat prescriptions over the telephone.
If a medicine has not been requested recently the GP may ask you to make an 
appointment before prescribing.

MINOR SURGERY 
Removal of small skin moles and lumps and other minor surgical procedures are carried 
out by the GP's in the treatment room. You will need to see a doctor to arrange this.

MANAGEMENT OF CHRONIC CONDITIONS
Many conditions such as diabetes, asthma, COPD, heart disease, hypertension, 
stroke, long-term mental health problems and benefit from regular checks including 
medication reviews. Our practice nurse team is trained to manage stable, long-term 
conditions. The practice has introduced annual recall systems for these chronic 
conditions and offers clinical review with necessary follow-up when clinically indicated.

For the latest information click to: www.stmarysmedicalcentre.co.uk

SPECIAL SERVICES 
The following services are available in the practice. Please ask your doctor or the 
receptionist for details. 

• Family Planning  • Baby Clinic and Baby Immunisation Clinic 
• Diabetic Clinic  • CHD Clinic
• Hypertension Clinic • Asthma Clinic
• COPD Clinic • Child Health Surveillance
• Smoking Cessation Clinic • Minor Surgery   

 NHS 111 
NHS 111 is a 24-hour, telephone advice system that can be reached by phoning 111. 
If you choose to call this number you will be advised about the best way to deal with 
your problem. This number is free from landlines and mobiles.

HOW TO REGISTER AS A PATIENT
People wishing to register with St Mary’s must reside within the practice area. An 
application form needs to be completed and these are available from reception. You 
will also be asked to complete a practice questionnaire about your medical history 
and/or current medication. This information will assist clinicians whilst waiting for your 
medical records to arrive from your previous doctor. All patients need an appointment 
with a healthcare assistant for a registration health check before a doctor’s appointment 
can be made.  Urgent cases will be managed on an individual basis.
Under the GMS contract patients are registered with the practice rather than an 
individual doctor. However, a patient is entitled to express a preference for the doctor 
they wish to see.
You must register with the practice before an appointment can be offered to you to 
ensure our clinical team have all your clinical details. This will include a registration 
appointment with one of our healthcare assistant. 

DISABLED ACCESS 
There is wheelchair access and a disabled toilet. Babies and young children are catered 
for with a pram park near the front entrance and a play area in the waiting room. The 
practice also has a loop amplifier system at reception to aid those patients who are 
hard of hearing and wear a hearing aid.

COMPLIMENTS, COMMENTS, CONCERNS AND COMPLAINTS
We try at all times to offer you a good quality service. We are always interested to hear 
your suggestions and ideas and there is a suggestion box for your ideas in the waiting 
room. If you do have a complaint, however, please use our complaints procedure which 
is advertised within the waiting areas. Our practice manager will try to help resolve 
your problem. We are an accredited practice for dealing with complaints in-house, 
and at all times try to resolve matters swiftly and efficiently.  
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CLOSING TIMES 
The surgery is closed one afternoon per month for Medway GP training as advertised 
in the surgery and on the noticeboard on our website.

NON-NHS CERTIFICATES, EXAMINATIONS AND REPORTS 
There are certain services that patients request which are not covered by the 
National Health Service eg private certificates, medicals for fitness to drive, pre-
employment medicals, private health insurance claim forms etc for which we must 
charge. In accordance with this, we use the British Medical Association scale of 
recommended fees. You may find it useful to clarify with the receptionist whether 
a fee is involved.        

PATIENT INFORMATION
We ask you for information so that you can receive proper care and treatment and 
keep this information, together with details of your care, because it may be needed 
if we see you again. This information is accessible to members of our healthcare 
team - clinicians and administrative staff - together with attached healthcare 
professionals such as midwives, health visitors etc.
Please ensure your details are correct and any changes are given to the practice 
as soon as you are aware of them or, alternatively, use our online service at  
www.stmarysmedicalcentre.co.uk and use the patient changes form.
Periodically Medway CCG are required to carry out random checks on patients’ 
medical records to verify that correct payments have been made for services 
provided by your doctor.  The staff carrying out these checks are senior managers 
with long experience in the National Health Service and are bound by the NHS 
code of confidentiality. Patient consent is always obtained prior to the practice 
consenting to a patient’s record being accessed.

ACCESS TO MEDICAL RECORDS
Patients are able to access their medical records. All requests must be made in writing 
to the practice manager and the practice may make if it is appropiate a reasonable 
charge for this service.

For the latest information click to: www.stmarysmedicalcentre.co.uk

OUR PATIENT’S CHARTER 

At St Mary's Medical Centre we are here to help and will treat you with the dignity and 
respect you deserve. We also expect to be treated in the same way.
Our staff and patients have a right to be in an environment that:

 •  Is free from discrimination of any kind

 •  Does not tolerate  verbal or physical abuse

 •  Respects individuals regardless of their identity, background or beliefs 

•  You will be treated in a friendly and courteous manner by all our staff.

•  You can expect confidentiality of your records to be maintained at all times.

•  The doctors aim to see patients within 30 minutes of their scheduled appointment. 
  You will be informed of any delays.

•  You should be able to see a doctor for routine appointments within a minimum of  
 five to 10 working days.

• We want to keep you healthy and offer free health promotion services.

• We will provide training to all our staff to improve our services to you.

Patients Have Responsibilities Too...... 

•  Keep your appointment. If you are unable to attend, please let us know as soon  
 as possible.

•  Do make more than one appointment if more than one patient needs to be seen, 
  when you come into the surgery.

•  Please remember that a prescription is not always necessary with every  
 consultation.

•  Please request out-of-hours home visits for EMERGENCIES ONLY and routine  
 home visits for those that are TOO ILL to come to the surgery.

•  Please be patient with the receptionists. They are doing their best and are only 
  following the doctors' instructions.

•  Look after your own health. Exercise regularly and watch your diet. Ask the  
 doctors or practice nurse for advice.

•  Consider using NHS 111 if you have a routine health enquiry that could be  
 dealt with by an experienced nurse.
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PATIENT ADVICE AND LIAISON SERVICE (PALS) MEDWAY
The PALS team can:

 • listen to concerns, queries or suggestions

 • help to resolve issues as quickly as possible

 • provide information on services within the main entrance of the Medway  
  Maritime hospital and the local NHS

 • find information about voluntary organisations and support groups

 • give advice and assistance in making a formal complaint, if one is necessary

 • feedback issues, suggestions, compliments and concerns to the relevant staff  
  within the hospital, so that improvements can be made to services for all patients.

You can contact the PALS team between 9.00am and 5.00pm Monday to Friday, by 
telephone on 01634 825004 or 01634 830000 x5793 or by email at Pals@medway.
nhs.uk or in person on level 2 in the main entrance area of the hospital.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION - PUBLICATION SCHEME

The Freedom of Information Act 2000 obliges the practice to produce a Publication 
Scheme. A Publication Scheme is a guide to the ‘classes’ of information the practice 
intends to routinely make available.
This scheme is available from reception.

DIGNITY AND RESPECT

St Mary’s Medical Centre has a ‘dignity and respect’ policy. We wish to provide 
healthcare services in an environment which promotes the recovery, wellbeing and 
safety of patients, visitors and staff. If anyone on the premises behaves in a threatening, 
aggressive or intimidating manner towards a member of staff, a patient or visitor, 
he or she will be asked to leave. Should any patient behave in an aggressive and/
or threatening manner involving the police they will be removed from the practice 
register with immediate effect.

CHAPERONES 

There are occasions when patients may be involved in intimate examinations by a doctor. 
This practice is committed to putting patients at ease whenever possible, and if you 
wish for a trained chaperone to be present during your examination please do not 
hesitate to ask the doctor.

ZZ/DP  04.19 (e-book) S15331B/20

NOTES

St Mary's Day Nursery 
& Pre-school Group

St Mary's Day Nursery 
& Pre-school Group

 Full or Half Day Care 1 - 5 years
 After School/Holiday Clubs 5 - 11 years, 48 weeks a year

Strood Tel: 01634 722272 Ofsted registered01634 722272

Let our practice
publications
promote your 
business for you!

To place an eye-catching 
advertising feature in our vitally 

important Practice Booklets, 
indispensable Appointment  

Cards and Website 
simply phone Veronica Smith

now on 0800 612 1516
OPG - HELPING THE SMALL BUSINESS  

GROW FOR OVER 40 YEARS

Generate more business 
 with a Pay - Monthly
website from OPG

We will design and launch a 
top quality bespoke business 
generating website for you, 
update it regularly at your 

request and provide on-going 
advice and support every 

working day.

There is no  
up-front payment 

and no extras, with an 
option to choose a  

pay-as-you-go,  
stop-when-you-like 

service.

from £26 
per month 

To find out 
more simply call
 0800 612 1408  
or email us at 

payasyougo@opg.co.uk

The practice would like to thank the various advertisers who have helped to produce this booklet. However, it must be pointed 
out that the accuracy of any statements cannot be warranted, nor any products or services advertised, be guaranteed or endorsed.

PRACTICE BOOKLETS ARE SPECIALLY PREPARED BY

 Neighbourhood Direct Ltd
Barons Gate, Graceways, Whitehills Business Park, Blackpool, Lancs FY4 5PW   Tel: 01253 608014  Fax: 01253 608015     

Website: http://www.opg.co.uk    Email: info@opg.co.uk

COPYRIGHT WARNING: All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be copied or reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic, 
mechanical, photocopy, recording or otherwise without the prior written permission of the publisher.



PRACTICE AREA 

The Practice
www.stmarysmedicalcentre.co.uk
stmarysmedicalcentre@nhs.net
Practice Appointments ..........(01634) 291266
Practice General Enquiries ....(01634) 291299
Duty Doctor (out of hours) .....(01634) 891855
NHS 111 .................................................. 111
District Nurses .......................(01634) 297061
Health Visitors .......................(01634) 717755

Hospitals 

Medway Maritime Hospital ...(01634) 830000
St Bartholomew's Hospital ....(01634) 810900 
Maidstone General Hospital..(01622) 729000
Spire Alexandra Hospital .......(01634) 687166

Other Services 
Age Concern ........................... (01634) 572616
Benefits Agency ...................... (01634) 810200 
British Diabetic Assoc ............. (020) 7323 1531
ChildLine ....................................... (0800) 1111

USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS 

Practice Booklets are published by Neighbourhood Direct Ltd. 01253 608014
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We are 
here

Vicarage Road

Citizens Advice Bureau.......... (01634) 383760
CRUSE Bereavement Care .... (01622) 671011
Diabetes UK ................. www.diabetes.org.uk
Drink Crisis Centre ................ (01634) 831999
Medway Council .................... (01634) 333333
Police Rochester .......................................101
Rape Crisis Centre ................. (01296) 392468
 ................................................07584 483134
Scope .........(0808) 800 3333/(01634) 335020
Samaritans ............................. (01634) 730981 
 ........................................ Freephone 116123
Smoking Quitline..................... (0800) 002200
Social Services (Strood) ......... (01634) 717755
Stop Smoking  ...................... (0800) 234 6805
Turning Point  ........................ (01634) 583660
Kent Primary Care
Agency .................................. (01622) 655000
National AIDS Helpline ........... (0800) 567123
DIAL (Disability Info) .............. (01474) 537666
NHS Medway
50 Pembroke Court, Chatham Maritime,  
Chatham, Kent  ME4 4EL  
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